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ABSTRACT

We examined the influence of accountability on the consistency of peer ratings and quality of peer feedback by comparing three conditions: only rating accountability, only feedback accountability, or both rating and feedback accountability. From a large undergraduate course, 287 students’ peer ratings and peer feedback were coded for rating consistency, comment helpfulness, amount of feedback, and feedback features. Because only 30% of the students accurately perceived their assigned condition, data were analyzed according to the perceived condition. Students who believed their reviewing grade would be influenced by the helpfulness of their feedback not only provided more feedback, but also more criticism, solutions, and localized comments. These students also provided more consistent ratings than those who thought their reviewing grade would be influenced by the consistency of their ratings. These findings indicate that constructing helpful comments could have a broad influence on peer assessment and consistent ratings are grounded in commenting.

Peer assessment (often also called peer review) is the quantitative evaluation and qualitative feedback of a learner’s performance by another learner. It is typically implemented in classrooms with the intention of developing the knowledge or skill of all learners involved. This form of peer assessment combines summative assessment (i.e. peers evaluate an individual’s work in order to assign a grade) and formative assessment (i.e. peers provide constructive feedback that could help an individual improve his or her work) rather than focusing on assessing contributions to a group assignment that is graded by an instructor.

Peer assessment is a rich task that addresses multiple goals. First, peer assessment facilitates the inclusion of writing assignments in large classes where an increase in the teacher’s workload would make such assignments not feasible. Therefore, to ensure that the resulting grades produced by peers are fair, the reliability and validity of peer ratings must meet standards. However, the constructs of reliability and validity are complex, especially in peer assessment. For example, is one considering the reliability and validity of individual reviews or the collective reviews; is one considering the reliability and validity of finding problems, assessing their importance, or suggesting repairs? In addition, the relationship between reliability and validity cannot be ignored – that is, it is more difficult to be valid when the reliability is low.

Second, and perhaps more importantly, peer assessment provides unique learning opportunities for students. Multi-peer assessment can provide more total feedback than a single over-taxing...
instructor (Cho, Schunn, and Charney 2006; Patchan, Charney, and Schunn 2009; Patchan, Schunn, and Clark 2011). This feedback is critical to student learning—both from constructing helpful feedback (Topping et al. 2013) as well as by receiving helpful feedback (Shute 2008). However, how much students learn from these opportunities will likely depend on the quality of the feedback. One indicator that students are detecting important problems versus trivial problems is the reliability and validity of the related ratings.

The use of peer assessment is supported by more than four decades of research (Bruffee 1980; Elbow 1973; Moffett 1968). This research has demonstrated that students are capable of providing reliable and valid ratings (Cho, Schunn, and Wilson 2006; Falchikov and Goldfinch 2000). Moreover, students can provide feedback that is just as helpful as an instructor’s feedback in helping their peers improve their drafts (Topping 2005), and sometimes they can provide feedback that is more helpful (Cho and MacArthur 2011; Cho and Schunn 2007; Hartberg et al. 2008). However, as with most pedagogy, these effects are not consistent, which warrants a deeper investigation into the features of peer assessment.

Given the relatively large number of online peer assessment systems currently available (e.g. a sample of 40 systems were recently identified in the literature and on the web; Babik et al. 2016), it is not surprising that there is an equally abundant and diverse set of methods that focus on improving review quality (see Table 1). These methods can be divided into two categories: (1) approaches that focus on the reliability and validity of ratings and (2) approaches that focus on the quality and helpfulness of comments. Because this area is a new research topic, we begin with a broad review of these approaches and discuss their advantages and disadvantages. We then present a study that contrasts one rating-focused approach and one comment-focused approach from the larger set of methods found across all of these systems.

Approaches that focus on the reliability and validity of peer ratings

Reliability weights

Peer ratings are often used as summative assessment, where these ratings are used to calculate a grade for the assignment. Given the importance of the peer ratings in these circumstances, both students and instructors have expressed concern that some students may not be motivated or knowledgeable enough to provide ratings that are consistent with their peers and the instructor (Kaufman and Schunn 2011). Several online peer assessment systems (e.g. Aropä, Calibrated Peer Review (CPR), Expertiza, SWoRD—also known as Peerceptiv) directly address these concerns by using reviewer weights. For example, Aropä uses an algorithm to indicate how well the ratings a reviewer provided matches the ratings provided by other peers who evaluated the same work (Hamer, Ma, and Kwong 2005). Song, Hu, and Gehringer (2015) demonstrated that these existing algorithms produce weighted grades that are more accurate than the naïve average of peer ratings. Thus, using the reviewer weight to calculate grades will likely decrease the influence of poorly motivated or confused students.

Reliability grades

Although some online peer assessment systems only use the reviewer weights to weight the scores assigned to the authors, some researchers have recommend using the reviewer weight to reward reviewers who provided more accurate ratings (Hamer, Ma, and Kwong 2005). However, Hamer and colleagues observed a wide range of reviewer weights, which made it difficult for them to provide more specific suggestions to instructors about how to interpret the weights. By contrast, the SWoRD system assigns a reviewing grade that is partly based on the reliability of the peer ratings (Cho and Schunn 2007; Schunn 2016). This portion of the grade is calculated by comparing all the ratings for a particular student to the mean ratings provided by the other peers who reviewed the same documents. For ratings that are more similar, a higher reviewing accuracy grade is assigned, and for ratings that are less similar, a lower reviewing accuracy grade is assigned. Schunn (2016) posits that this reviewing accuracy grade will force student to take the rating task seriously.
Training on ratings

Despite the advantages of using reviewer weights or reviewing accuracy grades, these approaches do not directly focus on students’ ability to appropriately apply the reviewing criteria, especially if many students, as novices, have misconceptions related to rating dimensions. To address the validity of ratings, several online peer assessment systems have incorporated a calibration or training component (e.g. CPR, Expertiza, SWoRD).

The details of the calibration process vary across systems. In CPR, each student must successfully complete a calibration task before rating the assigned peer documents (Balfour 2013; Russell 2004). This calibration task involves rating three essays that the instructor chooses strategically. The students receive a reviewer weight that is based on how well their ratings match the instructor’s
ratings for the same essay. They also receive written feedback about whether their rating was correct or why it was incorrect. If a student has not met a specified benchmark, then he or she must reattempt the calibration task until the performance is satisfactory. In SWoRD, students complete a training assignment that uses the large number of peer ratings each document receives to calculate a ‘correct’ or expert evaluation rather than a single expert rating that is likely to be noisy. SWoRD also only requires a fixed single round of training rather than requiring multiple iterations until a student has demonstrated satisfactory performance. In both CPR and SWoRD, the calibration task is completed before the reviewing assignment (i.e. stand-alone calibration). Other online peer assessment systems have combined the calibration task with the reviewing assignment (i.e. mixed calibration). For example, in Coursera, one of the five submissions assigned for review were also graded by an instructor (Piech et al. 2013). In Expertiza, students reviewed two sample products that were intentionally created to emphasize common mistakes along with one peers’ product (Song et al. 2016).

These calibration and training tasks could benefit students in several ways. First, after completing the task, students may feel more confident in their rating ability. This confidence could lead to more accurate ratings as well as more favorable perceptions of peer assessment in general. Although the primary purpose of these calibration and training tasks is usually to calculate an accurate reviewer weight, the feedback students receive would likely improve their rating ability and allow them to rate more accurately on future assignments even when the calibration or training task is no longer required. One disadvantage to the calibration and training tasks is the increased workload for the students. As in all cases where the workload increases, the inclusion of such tasks may inhibit instructors to include peer assessment tasks because they might feel their students would be overburdened with tasks that are not directly relevant to the course objectives. Additionally, students may feel annoyed by having to evaluate documents for which no one receives the benefit of their feedback.

**Approaches that focus on the quality and helpfulness of peer feedback**

Peer feedback is often used as formative assessment, and students are expected to revise (and improve) their draft by responding to their peers’ feedback. Despite the mounting evidence that peers can be just as helpful and sometime more helpful than instructors (Cho and MacArthur 2011; Cho and Schunn 2007; Hartberg et al. 2008; Topping 2005), students are often skeptical of the usefulness of feedback their peers produce because they are concerned that not all peers are capable of helping them (Kaufman and Schunn 2011). To increase the helpfulness of peer feedback, several approaches have been used.

**Minimum comment length**

First, PeerMark (the peer assessment tool offered by turnitin.com) allows teachers to set a minimum word count, which prevents students from submitting feedback that is too short. The assumption behind this approach is that longer comments will contain more useful content, and thus be more helpful than shorter comments. Although this approach increases the length of the feedback, some students may game the system and produce longer comments that are just wordy or redundant rather than including additional substantive details that help the writer understand the problem or how to revise the text.

**Public reputation**

Second, CritViz motivates students to produce helpful comments by making their comments public (Tinapple, Olson, and Sadauskas 2013). Whereas many systems make the author-reviewer assignment double-blind (i.e. reviewers do not know who the authors are that they are reviewing and authors do not know who their reviewers are), CritViz makes all students’ work and feedback public after the review period is over. Although this method may increase students’ motivation to provide better
reviews because their reputation is on the line, some students may be uncomfortable providing peers feedback if their identity is known, and they may be less likely to provide honest feedback.

**Teacher monitoring**
Third, several systems allow teachers to monitor the peer feedback and make adjustments to grades as needed (Eli Review, My Reviewers, PeerMark). For example, in Eli Review, instructors can respond to peer feedback in three ways (Grabill, Hart-Davidson, and McLeod 2012). They can ‘endorse’ a comment by either responding to the writer by selecting the message ‘keep this in mind while revising’ or responding to the reviewer by selecting the message ‘keep writing high-quality feedback like this.’ They also have an opportunity to add their own comments to the peer feedback. Knowing that their teacher will also be reading and evaluating the comments, students will likely be more motivated to write helpful feedback. However, this approach would also increase the workload for instructors, which could make instructors reluctant to include peer assessment assignments.

**Author ratings of review helpfulness**
Fourth, several systems have incorporated back-reviews (also called double-loop feedback or metareviewing) – that is, authors evaluate the feedback that they receive (e.g. CrowdGrader, MobiusSLIP, Peer Grader, PECASSE, SWoRD, Eli Review). This evaluation may involve rating the quality and helpfulness of the comments or whether the author agreed with the feedback. For example, CrowdGrader (de Alfaro and Shavlovsky 2014) assigns a ‘crowd-grade’ that takes into account three separate grades that reflect the reliability and validity of the ratings as well as the helpfulness of the feedback. To calculate the helpfulness grade, students are first asked to rate and comment on the helpfulness of each review they receive. Then, an algorithm is utilized, which excludes the lowest rating and applies a greater weight for negative feedback than positive feedback. Students are assigned a lower helpfulness grade when more of their reviews were considered unhelpful than helpful.

Such back-evaluations can directly influence comment quality. For example, knowing that a grade will be assigned based on the helpfulness of their feedback, students are likely to be more motivated to write helpful feedback. Further, focusing reviewer attention on helpfulness may improve comment quality separate from the motivation effects. However, the back-review task increases the workload for the student, which could make peer assessment less appealing for instructors. Moreover, students’ judgments about helpfulness may be biased. For example, if students feel like they are receiving a negative review, they might retaliate by marking the feedback as not helpful. Students may also not appreciate the helpfulness of a comment that points out a problem that will involve a lot of revision to fix.

However, the back-review task also has potential long-term benefits. In addition to rating the helpfulness of the feedback, students are also expected to provide feedback explaining why comments were helpful or not. This qualitative feedback about comment quality could help students write more helpful feedback in the future. Unfortunately, not all students read their back-review comments since they are typically not expected to revise their feedback.

**Automated evaluation of comment quality**
Fifth, some systems have automated this back-review process. For example, in Expertiza, an automated metareview feature has been integrated, which automatically calculates the number of unique comments provided and whether a reviewer’s comments (1) are relevant to a specific submission, (2) offer praise, describe a problem, or suggest a solution, (3) cover all the ‘important topics,’ (4) are positive or negative in tone, and (5) included plagiarism (Ramachandran 2013). The SWoRD system has a feature that automatically detects whether the comments students submit include solutions or localization (i.e. a description of where the problem occurred) and prompts students to revise their feedback if a pre-specified threshold has not been met (Nguyen and Litman 2014; Nguyen, Xiong, and Litman 2014; Xiong, Litman, and Schunn 2012). Similar to the back-review approach, this automated feedback likely increases the students’ motivation to provide
helpful feedback and provides feedback to help students become better reviewers, but it does so without increasing the workload for the students and the potential bias in ratings. Despite these benefits, the detection of some important features or content of feedback may not be easily automated.

Training on comment helpfulness
Finally, SWoRD’s training assignment is aimed at not only improving peer ratings, but also peer feedback. The training assignment uses a variation of back-reviews to increase students’ understanding about how helpful a comment would have been if they were the author. This training assignment will likely benefit students for the long-term – that is, students will improve their ability to construct helpful feedback for future assignments. However, this training task will also increase the students’ workload.

Current study and hypotheses
As outlined in the previous sections, there are many approaches to improving the quality of peer assessment, with differences across systems in what aspects of peer assessment are evaluated, and whether the approach uses accountability, training, or simply feedback to motivate reviewers. Interestingly, only some of these methods make students accountable for their own work. Accountability for a given performance dimension occurs when a student is held responsible for the quality of completed work on that performance dimension, and may be especially important for insuring high-quality participation when students are given tasks that involve significant work like peer assessment. These explicit accountability approaches would include (1) grades for rating consistency based on reviewer weights, (2) reputation for comment quality by public reviews, (3) grades for comment quality based on teacher overview, and (4) grades for comment helpfulness by peer rating. In a systematic review of tools that support peer assessment, Luxton-Reilly (2009) observed that less than half of the web-based systems included some form of explicit accountability. Equally disappointing is the lack of empirical research examining the effects of these approaches on the quality of peer assessment. Therefore, the goal of the current study is to examine the effects of accountability on the consistency of peer ratings and quality of peer feedback. Two particular forms of accountability are chosen from the two main aspects of peer assessment (i.e. ratings and comments).

In the current study, students completed the peer assessment tasks using a web-based peer assessment environment, SWoRD (Scaffolded Writing and Rewriting in the Discipline) (Cho and Schunn 2007; Schunn 2016). This environment includes accountability for both the peer ratings and peer feedback – that is, the grade students receive for completing the reviewing tasks comprises two parts: rating consistency and comment helpfulness (see the Measures section for specific details). We compared three accountability configurations (i.e. only rating accountability, only feedback accountability, or both rating and feedback accountability). This method was based upon the maxim ‘what you test is what you get.’ As Schoenfeld (2007) pointed out, students use tests to determine what they need to know and in doing so, the test influences students’ attention and what is learned. Similarly, which reviewing tasks are graded will likely influence where students direct their effort. This assumption led to our first hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1: According to the direct accountability hypothesis, the reviewing grades will directly affect the quality of peer assessment – that is, the rating consistency grades are expected to improve the consistency of peer ratings but not comment quality, while the helpfulness grades are expected to improve comment quality but not consistency of peer ratings.

However, rating the quality of one’s work and providing constructive feedback likely involve different types of processing. For rating tasks, reviewers only need to detect problems, and do so as a severity or frequency judgment at an aggregate level to produce a rating. The processing necessary to complete this task is more consistent with the fast and intuitive type of processing described in dual-process theories of reasoning (Evans 2011). By contrast, to construct helpful comments,
reviewers need to detect, diagnose, and solve problems and do so at the individual problem level. This task is more consistent with the second type of reflective thinking found in dual-process theories of reasoning. Indeed, such a slower and more deliberative process is likely to not only lead to more helpful comments, but after reflecting on their peers’ errors, students are also likely to make more reliable judgments carefully grounded in evidence. Such a more deliberative process from commenting may explain why students asked to provide comments also improve their own performance more than those who only rated the quality (Hamer, Ma, and Kwong 2005; Wooley et al. 2008). Thus, it is possible that there is a secondary or additive effect of accountability – that is, by better understanding, the problems in a peer’s text through this deeper processing, the reviewer might provide more consistent ratings as well. This assumption led to our second hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2: According to the depth-of-processing hypothesis, when held accountable via reviewing grades, the commenting task is expected to involve deeper processing that will also improve the consistency of the peer ratings – that is, the helpfulness grades are expected to improve comment quality, which in turn will improve the consistency of peer ratings.

There are multiple possible relationships between the two hypotheses. At a basic level, some form of direct accountability for commenting is built into Hypothesis 2: commenting grades must influence the quality of peer feedback to have a depth-of-processing effect. Further, it may be that both hypotheses are correct, in which case commenting changes only when commenting is graded, but review consistency improves through either rating consistency grades or comment helpfulness grades with the best rating consistency obtained when both elements are graded. Alternatively, it may be that only Hypothesis 2 effects are seen: comment quality and rating consistency both improve when comment helpfulness is graded but there are no effects of rating consistency grades because deeper processing is required to improve consistency.

Method

Course context and participants

The participants in this study included undergraduate students enrolled in an Introduction to Laboratory Physics course at a top-tier mid-sized public research university in the US. This course aimed to teach students about how the experimental process works by engaging them in obtaining, analyzing, and presenting their own experimental results. The course was structured in two parts: a 50-minute lecture in which students were introduced to the physical principles, and a lab session in which students collected and analyzed the data. Students were enrolled in one of three possible lectures that were all taught by the same instructor and 1 of the 15 possible lab sessions that were taught by 10 graduate teaching assistants (TAs). In addition to the informal lab reports, quizzes, and final exam, students were required to write one formal lab report on one of the eight labs that they completed prior to the due date for the first draft. The formal lab report was structured like a journal article and included an abstract and sections that describe the introduction and theory, experimental setup, data analysis, conclusion, and references. This lab report and its peer review serves as the focal object of our experimentation and analysis.

Of the 317 students enrolled in the course, 13 students opted out of allowing their data to be included in this research study. Because the accountability manipulation involved grading procedures different from the default procedures used in SWoRD, data from 17 students who previously used SWoRD were also excluded from the analyses. These students might have already learned certain reviewing styles. Therefore, data from 287 students were included for analysis. This sample (52% female; $M_{\text{age}} = 21.2$ years; $SD_{\text{age}} = 2.8$) represented students at all undergraduate levels (6% freshman, 26% sophomore, 52% junior, 15% senior, 2% post-baccalaureate) and a variety of majors but with a predominance of natural science majors (82% natural science, 5% social science, 5% multiple disciplines, 3% humanities, 3% undeclared, 1% engineering; 1% business). A variety of ethnicities were also represented (66% Caucasian, 22% Asian, 4% African American, 4% Hispanic, 4% other).
**Design and procedures**

Data from the formal lab reports and their peer review were collected and analyzed. This overall task was intended to mirror an authentic dissemination process. After completing their first draft, authors uploaded their papers to the SWoRD system (Schunn 2016). After the first draft deadline, four peers’ papers were randomly assigned to each reviewer. Reviewers had two weeks to complete the reviews. This task was scaffolded with a detailed rubric that included general reviewing suggestions (e.g. be nice, be constructive, be specific) as well as guidelines for the specific reviewing dimensions. Reviewers were expected to rate the quality of the draft on 10 dimensions using a seven-point scale. For each rating, they were given descriptive anchors to help with determining which rating was most appropriate. Reviewers were also expected to provide constructive comments on six dimensions (although ratings and comments were generally paired, some comment dimensions had two separate rating dimensions corresponding to sub-aspects of the larger comment dimension). For each dimension, the reviewers were prompted with several questions that directed their attention to relevant aspects of the report. The reviews were released to the authors after the reviewing deadline, and the authors had two weeks to revise their draft based on the comments provided by their peers. As they submitted their final draft, authors rated the helpfulness of the peer feedback using a seven-point scale. The TAs graded the final drafts with the same rating scale used by peers to evaluate the first draft. These TA ratings were not used in the current study.

Each recitation section was randomly assigned to one of three possible conditions that manipulated for which aspects of the process students were accountable: both, ratings only, or comments only. Details about the writing and peer review tasks were given in the recitation session, posted as an announcement on the course’s learning management system, and emailed to the students. The instructor repeatedly emphasized that the goal of the reviewing task was to help the authors write a better second draft. As determined by the instructor of the course, the formal lab report accounted for 10% of the students’ final grade, of which 3% depended on the quality of the reviews they provided in order to hold them accountable for their reviews. To foreshadow the results, the condition labels reflect the condition to which students were assigned to contrast with the conditions students sometimes perceived themselves to be in. In the assigned both condition, a student’s reviewing grade was based on the consistency of their ratings (i.e. the degree to which the reviewer’s ratings were consistent with the ratings provided by the other peers who also rated the same paper) and the helpfulness of their comments (i.e. how helpful their comments were perceived by the authors). In the assigned ratings only condition, a student’s reviewing grade was based solely on the consistency of their ratings. In the assigned comments only condition, a student’s reviewing grade was based solely on the helpfulness of their comments. In all conditions, students were required to provide ratings and comments so that any differences between conditions could be attributed to accountability rather than the completed task.

To check whether students were aware of and remembered the manipulation condition to which they were assigned, they were asked to identify which factors influenced their reviewing grade via a survey given after completing the reviewing task. Participants responded ‘yes,’ ‘maybe,’ or ‘no’ to two items that corresponded to the rating and commenting forms accountability (i.e. whether my ratings are consistent with the ratings provided by the other peers who also rated the same paper; how helpful my comments are in helping my peers write their second draft). Because 70% of students misperceived the form of accountability that was applicable to their assigned condition, students were also grouped into perceived conditions for analyses based on their responses to the two corresponding items – students who indicated ‘yes’ on both items were assigned to the perceived both condition, students who indicated ‘yes’ to only the item about the ratings were assigned to the perceived ratings only condition, and students who indicated ‘yes’ to only the item about the comments were assigned to the perceived comments only condition.
**Measures**

We examined one measure of rating quality and multiple measures of comment quality to test the effects of accountability on the peer review process.

**Rating consistency**

Each reviewer’s rating consistency was determined using the SWoRD-generated reliability coefficient, which is based on the relative consistency of the reviewer’s rating to the mean reviewing rating (excluding the reviewer’s own ratings) across the same dimensions and documents (i.e. the Pearson correlation between reviewer and peer means across the $n=40$ ratings – 4 papers $\times$ 10 rating dimensions).

**Comment helpfulness**

The perceived helpfulness of comments was determined using the back-review ratings on a 1 (very unhelpful) to 5 (very helpful) scale. These ratings represent the author’s perception of helpfulness for the comments they received. Comment helpfulness for each reviewer was computed as a mean of the received back-review ratings across all 24 comments they provided (4 papers $\times$ 6 comment dimensions/paper). Since helpfulness is subjective and potentially influenced by positivity of the feedback, additional measures of comment quality were also used.

**Amount of feedback**

As a second kind of additional measure of comment quality, the amount of feedback was examined using three different measures. First, the volume of feedback was computed by summing the number of words across comments provided. This measure represents the integration of multiple dimensions (i.e. length per comment $\times$ number of comments). Second, the overall number of comments was computed by summing the number of comments provided across dimensions; within each comment dimension, reviewers could provide between one and five distinct comments. Third, the number of long comments was computed by counting the number of provided comments that consisted of 50 words or more (the threshold of 50 words was based on a frequency histogram, which revealed that a majority of the comments contained fewer than 50 words – that is, comments that were 50 words or more were especially long). Although it is assumed that longer comments will contain more helpful information, it is possible that these longer comments are just more verbose. Therefore, we also examine the content of the feedback in the next section.

**Feedback features**

As a third kind of measure of comment quality, three useful feedback features of the thousands of review comments were automatically coded using a classification model derived from data mining and Natural Language Processing techniques (Xiong, Litman, and Schunn 2012). The classifier automatically detected whether the comment included criticism, a solution, and localization. The number of criticism comments (i.e. comments that described a problem or offered a solution), the number of solutions (i.e. comments that suggested a way to improve the paper), and the number of localized comments (i.e. comments that describe the specific location of the problem or where to apply a solution) was computed by counting the number of each feedback feature. By comparing the automatically detected features to hand-coded features, prior work has demonstrated that the classifier is fairly reliable (e.g. for criticism, Kappa = .59; for solution, Kappa = .61; for localization, Kappa = .62; Nguyen and Litman 2014; Nguyen, Xiong, and Litman 2014).
Results and discussion

Manipulation check

Of the 287 participants, 244 students completed the survey questions used to determine their perceived condition. In general, the manipulation was not perceived as intended – only 30% of the students’ perceived condition exactly matched their assigned condition. The most common belief was that the reviewing grade was based on both rating consistency and comment helpfulness (40%). The next common belief was that the reviewing grade was based on comment helpfulness only (29%). Finally, only 11% of the students believed that their reviewing grade was based on rating consistency only. Interestingly, 49 (20%) students indicated that neither rating consistency nor comment helpfulness influenced the reviewing grade. The perceived conditions did not significantly differ in demographics. Moreover, there were no differences in their reported SAT scores, their reported freshman composition grade, or their prior experience with peer review.

Because the goal of this paper was to examine the effects of explicit accountability on the quality of peer assessment, the main analyses focus on the perceived conditions, excluding the 49 students who neither indicated that rating consistency nor comment helpfulness influenced the reviewing grade. Therefore, data from 195 students were analyzed using one-way, between-subjects ANOVAs comparing the three perceived conditions. Least significant difference (LSD) post hoc tests were used to determine which conditions were significantly different. To demonstrate the size of the difference, Cohen’s $d$ (i.e. mean difference divided by average standard deviation) for each comparison was included in the figures. Error bars in the figures represent one standard error.

Similar patterns were obtained when using assigned condition for analysis (see Table 2), but given how frequently students misperceived their assigned conditions, these effects were weaker. Because perceived conditions better represent the intended manipulation and the patterns were similar between assigned and perceived conditions, only the results for the perceived conditions will be discussed in detail. Initial analyses also included the condition in which students perceived that their grade was influenced by neither the rating consistency nor the comment helpfulness. In general, this condition was not significantly different from any of the three target conditions. Therefore, these analyses were not discussed.

Effects of accountability on ratings

First, we examined the effect of accountability on the ratings students provided (see Figure 1). There were significant differences between the conditions, $F(2, 192) = 4.41, p = .01$. Students in the perceived both condition and students in the perceived comment only condition earned higher rating consistency scores than those in the perceived rating only condition, $t(123) = 3.0, p = .003$ and $t(96) = 2.3, p = .02$, respectively. Students in the perceived both condition did not earn significantly different rating consistency scores than those in the perceived comment only condition, $t(165) < 1, p = .40$. These results are more consistent with the depth-of-processing hypothesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived condition</th>
<th>Assigned condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Ratings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume of feedback</td>
<td>1288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of comments</td>
<td>42.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of long comments</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of criticism</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of solutions</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of localized comments</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating consistency</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Given the differences in rating consistency between the conditions, one may wonder whether one condition was harsher than another (i.e. provided lower ratings on average). Such differences could produce confounds (e.g. on ICC via ceiling effects or on amount of comments via differential perceived amount of problems to comment upon). However, there were no differences in the average ratings provided between the conditions, \(F(2, 192) = 1.61, p = .20\).

**Effects of accountability on comments**

Next, we examined the effect of accountability on the amount of comments students provided (see Figure 2). There were no differences in the number of comments provided, \(F(2, 192) = 1.06, p = .35\), with most students providing only the minimal number of required comments. However, there were significant differences between the conditions for volume of feedback and number of long comments, \(F(2, 192) = 3.65, p = .03\) and \(F(2, 192) = 3.94, p = .02\), respectively. Students in the perceived both condition and students in the perceived comments only condition had higher mean volume of feedback than those in the perceived ratings only condition, \(t(123) = 2.4, p = .02\) and \(t(96) = 2.6, p = .01\), respectively. Similarly, students in the perceived both condition and students in the perceived comments only condition had more comments with 50 words or more than those in the perceived ratings only condition, \(t(123) = 2.6, p = .01\) and \(t(96) = 2.6, p = .01\), respectively.

Next, we analyzed the three automatically coded feedback features (see Figure 3). There were differences in the amount of criticism, solutions, and localized comments provided, \(F(2, 192) = 3.09, p = .05\), \(F(2, 192) = 3.31, p = .04\), and \(F(2, 192) = 2.36, p = .10\), respectively. Students in the perceived comments only condition provided more criticism, more solutions, and marginally more
The results from the current study did not support the direct accountability hypothesis – that is, students who thought their reviewing grade was influenced by the consistency of their ratings did not provide more consistent ratings than those who thought their reviewing grade was influenced by the helpfulness of the comments. Despite these differences, authors perceived the comments from all conditions to be equally helpful ($M = 4.4, SD = 0.40$), $F(2, 192) = 1.19, p = .31$, perhaps influenced by a ceiling effect in helpfulness ratings (i.e. most ratings were either 4 or 5 on the 5-point scale).

**General discussion**

**Summary of results**

The goal of the current study was to examine the effects of rating-focused versus comment-focused forms of accountability on the quality of peer assessment. We tested two hypotheses: (1) According to the direct accountability hypothesis, students who think their reviewing grade is influenced by the consistency of their ratings will more consistently rate their peers’ work, while those who think their reviewing grade is influenced by the helpfulness of the comments will provide more helpful feedback, and (2) According to the depth-of-processing hypothesis, students who think their reviewing grade is influenced by the helpfulness of their feedback will not only provide more helpful feedback but also more consistently rate their peers’ work. Using different configurations for calculating the reviewing grade, students were explicitly held accountable for providing consistent ratings, constructing helpful feedback, or both.

The results from the current study did not support the direct accountability hypothesis – that is, students who thought their reviewing grade was influenced by the consistency of their ratings did not provide more consistent ratings than those who thought their reviewing grade was influenced by the helpfulness of the comments. Despite these differences, authors perceived the comments from all conditions to be equally helpful ($M = 4.4, SD = 0.40$), $F(2, 192) = 1.19, p = .31$, perhaps influenced by a ceiling effect in helpfulness ratings (i.e. most ratings were either 4 or 5 on the 5-point scale).
by the helpfulness of their comments. Rather, the results supported the depth-of-processing hypothesis. Feedback accountability improved the quality of the comments provided by reviewers (i.e. increased the volume and number of long comments, and sometimes the total number of criticism, solutions, and localized comments). Moreover, producing higher quality comments may have a stronger influence on the consistency of ratings than assigning a reviewing grade that reflects the rating consistency – that is, although providing comments may have an effect on rating quality, when reviewers are held accountable for producing higher quality comments, the effect is even more distinct. One possible mechanism that could explain these results relates to dual-process theory (Evans 2011), with greater attention to commenting producing a more deliberative, slow rating process.

Caveats and future directions

The current study’s findings are consistent with prior research that has demonstrated that constructing feedback is an important contributor to helping students learn how to write – rather than just evaluating the quality of a peer’s work (Lu and Law 2012; Wooley et al. 2008). Future studies would be better positioned to directly examine theoretical explanations by collecting additional data, including surveys, additional performance measures, more carefully controlled peer review objects, and additional experimental contrasts (e.g. no accountability condition, alternative variations of accountability). More specifically, future work should directly examine potential cognitive mechanisms for the depth-of-processing hypothesis (e.g. whether there is a shift from fast, intuitive reasoning to slow, deliberate reasoning in completing ratings). More data are needed that directly speaks to whether reviewers process the rating task differently than the commenting task (e.g. intuitive feelings vs. a more analytic process).

Figure 3. Feedback features (i.e. total number of criticism comments, total number of solution comments, total number of localized comments) by perceived condition. *p < .05; ∼p < .10.
One lesson learned from this study was that accountability was not easily manipulated through in-class instruction. In the currently study, only 30% of the students perceived the manipulation as intended. One possible explanation for this difficulty could be that the instructor cultivated a unique classroom culture by repeatedly emphasizing the purpose of peer assessment as a way to ‘help peers improve the quality of their paper.’ In doing so, most of the students (69%) believed their reviewing grade was based on the helpfulness of their comments. Therefore, it is important to see whether these findings replicate in contexts where the instructor does not make this emphasis. Moreover, students may differentially react to using grades as a motivator. Future research should incorporate a measure of students’ perceived importance of grades that could be used as a covariate. In addition, one could measure whether the students believed the proportion of the final grade allocated to reviewing is a sufficient incentive (e.g. 3% in the current study). Another factor that could be related to students’ motivation and rating consistency is their confidence of their rating and comments ability – that is, does that accuracy of students’ judgments about their rating consistency and comment helpfulness depend on explicit accountability (e.g. deeper processing involved in commenting accountability)? Additionally, future research should also explore other ways to manipulate accountability that do not involve grades (e.g. leaderboards in PeerWise; Denny, Luxton-Reilly, and Hamer 2008).

The current study also exposed a few open questions. For example, future research should explore why students in the perceived both condition provided comments with only slightly more criticism, solutions, and localization than those in the perceived ratings only condition. In addition, future research could examine why authors did not perceive the differences in comment quality. It is possible that authors are not good at judging helpfulness, so future work should examine the validity and reliability of back reviews. Additionally, the current study only addresses the reliability of ratings. Future comparisons should also focus on the validity of ratings as addressed in CPR (Balfour 2013; Russell 2004). Finally, students may be concerned that if authors grade the reviews of their work, then the authors could retaliate for a critical review by giving low ratings to the reviewer. The SWoRD system accounts for this possibility by presenting the ratings in aggregate, but it is still possible for students to observe how much criticism is provided by a particular reviewer. In Mobius SLIP, the environment accounts for this possibility by requiring authors to rank reviewers rather than rate them (Gehringer 2014). A closer examination of how these methods affect the quality of the reviews would be useful.

Conclusion

As Luxton-Reilly (2009) observed, less than half of the web-based, peer assessment systems included explicit accountability, and those that did varied in focus and approach. The findings from the current study support the use of feedback accountability via grades based on author’s perception of how helpful they thought the comments they received were. This approach is consistent with multiple existing systems, including CrowdGrader, MobiusSLIP, Peer Grader, PECASSE, SWoRD, and Eli Review. Not only does this approach improve the quality of the peer feedback, it also increases the reliability of the peer ratings.

What is still unknown is how beneficial reliability grades alone will be. Again, multiple systems utilize this approach, including Aropä, CPR, Expertiza, and SWoRD. However, given the effect of feedback accountability on peer ratings, how this approach compares to a condition where neither the ratings nor the comments were held accountable is still unknown. Such a condition would not make practical sense in a classroom, and many teachers would likely resist using a peer assessment system that did not hold students accountable for their work.
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